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Abstract
Analyzing observations of the physical world can be a messy process. But the rise of intelligent and
connected sensors to measure energy consumption, air quality, ocean temperatures, urban noises,
and any number of other changes is allowing us to study our urban environment and take actions
like never before. In this talk, I will discuss several recent projects that use intelligent sensor
systems and data analytics to better understand the physical world and improve our daily lives. In
one, we create ePrints -- a system that tracks each occupant’s personal share of energy use, or
“energy footprint”, inside commercial building environments, and provides insights to occupants on
the real-time energy impact of their actions. ePrints supports different apportionment policies, with
μs-level footprint computation time and graceful scaling with size of building, frequency of energy
updates, and rate of occupant location changes. In another project, we create PAWS -- an ultra-lowpower wearable system that uses multi-channel audio sensors embedded in a headset, combined
with machine learning in the smartphone, to help detect, classify, locate, and warn pedestrians of
dangers from nearby vehicles.
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